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Abstract: Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) have garnered remarkable
investor attention recently, with some NFTs securing selling prices
that may have seemed unthinkable for a non-fungible virtual asset.
This raises fascinating questions about “value” and “scarcity” with
respect to blockchain technology, through a prism of non-fungibility
of a digital asset, and this paper aims to draw attention to these
questions insofar as they may shape an alternative space of blockchain
development and exchange going forward.
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Non-Fungible Tokens:

Blockchains, Scarcity, and Value

There is a category of blockchain-based virtual assets known as

non-fungible tokens (NFTs) which have garnered incredible investor

interest in a very recent and short period. NFTs are described by some

as a craze, and by others as the future of digital art. Investors have

expressed interest in various types of NFTs, with some being auctioned

in the millions of dollars, despite in essence representing little

more than code - but code to which a buyer has ascribed “value,”

despite questions of its comparative scarcity as a digital object. In

December, 2020 the sale of NFTs were estimated at $12 million, but

exploded to $340 million two months later in February, 2021.

Indeed, the rising success of certain NFTs raises fascinating

questions about what “value” and “scarcity” might mean with respect to

blockchain technology. The non-fungibility of a digital asset itself

appears to have created an entire category of digital objects to which

individuals would ascribe value; and while non-fungibility is a

property that is tangential to the original premise of a distributed

virtual ledger, it may come to represent a significant alternative

space of blockchain development and exchange going forward. The

purpose of this paper, then, is to draw attention to the questions of

value and scarcity as they pertain to NFTs specifically, and to

blockchain and digital assets more widely.

For the purposes of definition, a non-fungible token can be seen as a

unit of digital information (token) that is stored on a blockchain and

is not inherently interchangeable with other digital assets
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(non-fungible). The term “fungible” derives from the economic and

accounting literatures, and is defined as anything that is

interchangeable with an identical or similar object. Traditional forms

of currency, whether equivalent sums of paper money or identical units

of precious metals, are fungible objects, and this is what helps them

to serve as mediums of exchange, because they are understood to be of

equal value. One can substitute a five-dollar bill with five

one-dollar bills because both are fungible.

Assets that are commonly considered fungible are regulated

commodities, common shares (stocks), financial options, and bills of

money. By contrast, a non-fungible asset may be a person’s car, for

example, since someone borrowing a friend’s car would not repay their

debt to their friend by giving them another person's car. Collectible

items such as baseball cards represent a traditional example of

non-fungible assets, since each card would have unique attributes

which enhance or diminish their value compared to other baseball

cards. In the virtual realm, objects were originally thought to be

difficult in terms of proving their uniqueness and distinguishability

so that they could be considered “non-fungible.” Code is code: 1s and

0s that would be recreated and therefore fungible, at least to a large

extent.

However, innovations driven by the digital distributed ledger system

that underlies blockchain has allowed for the creation of ledger items

that may not automatically be fungible. Although the major categories

of blockchain technology, particularly cryptocurrencies such as

Bitcoin, are indeed fungible, since one can exchange 1 Bitcoin for

another (as well as for 100,000,000 Satoshis); there are cryptographic

tokens which are not necessarily mutually interchangeable. These

tokens are the NFTs which have attracted considerable investor

interest for applications where value would be ascribed based on the

uniqueness of a digital object.
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The mechanism for NFT creation relies on uploading a file onto an NFT

auction market, where the file is recorded on the digital ledger as an1

NFT, and can thus be purchased or sold using digital currencies. While

the creation of an NFT that represents a piece of art can be exclusive

to an artist, they can nevertheless retain the copyright to the work

and therefore reproduce more NFTs underpinned by the same piece of

art. For this reason, a person who purchases an NFT does not gain

necessarily possession of the original digital file, and therefore

does not have exclusive access to the file.

This is part of what raises eyebrows among casual observers of NFT

markets: that persons buying an NFT are not automatic owners of

original objects, in fact they have no means of ensuring that the file

is not reproduced or used by anybody else. The origination problem,2

ever-present in other types of blockchain technology (such as smart

contracts) is evident in the NFT space as well: anyone could in theory

upload artwork onto an NFT, without proving that they are the original

creator of the work. This creates an evident real-world risk that

fraudulent actors will upload NFTs to auction markets by posing as the

original owners, or creators, of objects of value.

The primary interest in NFTs emerges from uses that involve creating

scarcity to ascribe value to code-built digital objects. An NFT can,

for example, imprint a blockchain with a unique signature for the

ownership of a digital asset. For creative works, including images and

other objects that one would “autograph” in the physical world (i.e.

collectibles), there is an evident use for ascribing unique ownership

2 This point may become more contentious in the future if traditional sources
of legal recourse become increasingly active in the NFT markets to enforce
copyright ownership. However, this analog intrusion into the decentralized
realm of blockchain would bring numerous challenges of its own. Nevertheless,
it is foreseeable that lawyers would love to get in on the action in the NFT
space.

1 Some auction markets include Rarible, OpenSea, and KnownOrigin, but others
are emerging as competitors in the field, based on the popularity of NFTs as a
blockchain category.
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on metadata through a cryptographic hash function. In other words, the

distributed ledger technology helps to authenticate ownership of a

digital asset that in the physical world would accrue to a single

owner of a valuable real, material object.

In December, 2020 the sale of NFTs were estimated at $12 million, but

exploded to so.ething along the lines of $340 million two months later

in February, 2021. Naturally, one is predisposed to thinking of major

pieces of art as exclusive objects for which buyers pay extraordinary

premiums to hold on to them for their uniqueness. A similar avenue of

ascribed value has emerged for digital art.

The recent popularity of NFTs is attributable in no small part to the

purchase of digital artworks, particularly the piece created by Beeple

titled Everydays: The First 5000 Days. At a Christie’s auction in 2021,

the NFT for this digital piece netted USD$69.3 million, which was a

record sum that created much chatter in the auction industry. This led

to a short boom for NFT artists who sought to upload their artworks

into token formats for sale. Although by no means do all uploaded NFT

artworks garner the interest of online buyers, there has nevertheless

been a rush among virtual artists to enlist their works on NFT

exchanges. This also raises interesting possibilities for artists to

monetize their work in the digital age.

Aside from artwork, various digital collectible NFTs have also sold

for comparatively high prices, such as a basketball-related NFT

selling for $208,000; and so have videogame-based NFTs. Oftentimes,3

videogame NFTs represent user-built in-game assets (as opposed to game

developer assets), which can thus be traded for greater gameplay

enjoyment. The NFT coding allows for the videogame assets to be traded

3 This NFT was a Lebron James slam dunk NFT card sold on the NBA Top Shot
Platform
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on third-party platforms (e.g. online marketplaces) without the

oversight or control of the videogame developers.4

Beyond visual artistic works, audio-centered creative works can also

be tokenized as NFTs. In the early 2000s,there was an industry-wide

fear that musicians would lose the ability to earn from their

intellectual property the way that they did when audio cassettes or CD

sales were the norm. Online platforms such as torrents caused even

further concern that piracy would be rampant and musicians would be

unable to earn. Although solutions such as Spotify offered a partial

approach to online music monetization, this business model has not

been as successful as comparable movie or TV show alternatives (e.g.

Netflix). NFTs may be offer another partial mode of monetizing musical

assets. In March, 2021 several well known musicians began to create

NFT-based musical assets.5

There are numerous token standards that exist for NFTs. For example,

the Ethereum ERC-721 standard of CryptoKitties was the first to be

used for the NFT category, since it has an inheritable Solidity smart

contract mechanism that allows developers to create new compliant

contracts by importing it from a library (OppenZeppelin source

library). The Ethereum ERC-1155 standard is another notable Ethereum

variant that offers “semi-fungible” options and the potential to build

ERC-721 assets. Aside from the Ethereum standards, Bitcoin Cash and6

Flow (from the creators of Cryptokitties) also offer NFT-usable

standards.

Although NFTs have struck the popular imagination with unique force

after 2020, they represent an technological approach that has existed

6 Bitcoin Cash has the Simple Ledger Protocol (SLP) which can be used to work
with NFTs by minting a non-divisible token, in a supply of 1, without a
minting baton. The SLP mechanism can also be used to sort various NFTs into
larger groups.

5 Kings of Leon, Lil Pump, and Grimes are but some of the major musicians who
have already undertaken to tokenize musical output through NFTs.

4 One such platform is Axie Infinity, which made a
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for several years. The first non-fungible token example can be dated

to 2015, when the tiled-map of Etheria was uploaded, although the vast7

majority of its tiles remained unsold until the NFT frenzy of 2021.

The second notable NFT was the pixelated pictures of Cryptopunks in

2017, and the third was a similarly pixelated concept of8

MoonCatRescue, which also existed in 2017 but only caught attention in

2021. Aside from these early projects, there were several9

marketplaces/exchanges for NFTs that had already raised capital before

the 2021 NFT craze, including the Rarebits exchange in 2018 ($6

million investment), and Decentraland ($26 million raised in an ICO).

From these earlier NFT concepts and platforms, today the craze has

grown much larger, with a growing number of casual observers seeking

to participate in the exchange, ownership, or creation of non-fungible

tokens.

The ultimate questions of interest that NFTs raise regard those of

value. How valuable is an NFT in reality? It is as valuable as people

express a willingness to pay for it. In a decentralized, distributed,

online market, it is the buyers and sellers that send signals about

how much they desire a (digital) object. This is indeed the same for

collectibles and objects of art, where enormous sums are dished out to

acquire real, material objects, based on their perceived scarcity. But

then two questions arise for NFTs: (1) are they really as rare as they

are meant to be? and (2) does an “owner” of an NFT really “own” an

object? This is where the skepticism regarding NFTs persists. In

theory, there can be multiple NFTs created over an asset, claiming to

be the “true” token representing an idea, image, or object. The

9 MoonCatRescue involves pixelated cat drawings, with the light-hearted
plotline of rescuing cats from the moon and bringing them onto the Ethereum
blockchain.

8 Cryptopunks is an assortment of pixelated characters (“punks”) that can be
purchased and exchanged.

7 Etheria is a three-dimensional map with a length-breadth extent of 33-by-33,
with 457 hexagonal tiles on it that can be purchased and traded. Users can
build structures on these tiles using Lego-style bricks.
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artificial scarcity still requires a marketplace that accepts that the

tokens represent a “rare” thing.

The second point is even more contentious. An NFT does not necessarily

offer “ownership” in a meaningful sense. The object represented by the

token, as an image for example, can be distributed, reproduced, and

viewed without exclusivity. Furthermore, if the initial tokenization

of the NFT misrepresents the original owner, then the token will

disseminate on a distributed ledger an inaccurate ownership. Still10

worse, there is the risk of a 404 error because, in truth, NFTs are a

claim to an exclusive online location - but if the location to which

the object’s “ownership” refers itself has been relocated, then the

NFT does not even provide the correct location of supposed ownership.11

Further to this point, hacking and thefts of tokens, as with other

cryptoinstruments such as coins and DAOs, still remains a concern.

Supposed owners may peer into their wallets one day and find the code

having been misappropriate, or having simply vanished. Some NFT12

standards are more robust in maintaining the integrity of NFTs.13

The concepts of scarcity and value in a capitalist context are in part

predicated on human notions of what is exchangeable capital and how

much of it circulates for spending. The period in which NFTs have come

to attention is one shaped by the economics of the coronavirus

pandemic, with absurdly large amounts of stimulus money being printed

in such a short time to stimulate economies when real, material

13 For example, the Flow standard, created by the Cryptokitties team, ascribes
resources within its standard that enforce important ownership rules through
the type system: they can only have one owner, cannot be copied, and cannot be
accidentally or maliciously lost or duplicated; at least for now.

12 This mystery-disappearance of tokens from wallets has also been reported by
owners.

11 This 404 error has been reported by numerous NFT owners.

10 This error is often omitted in discussions about the “garbage-in,
garbage-out” risk of decentralized distributed ledgers: if they misrepresented
real, material objects to begin with, then the blockchain is merely
reproducing and disseminating an incorrect representation outwards.
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activity has stalled. In the West, at least, there is too much14

financial capital sloshing around relative to what can be produced and

consumed, which is why governments are failing to generate inflation

no matter how much their central banks expand their balance sheets.

Unfortunately, in some countries experiencing late stage capitalism,

particularly the United States, the distribution of that surplus

financial capital is extremely unequal, which means that an oligarchic

economic class has too much nominal wealth relative to its

requirements. This means that they can throw financial capital around

on whimsical ideas, which in the context of coronavirus restrictions,

means that virtual assets, whimsical as their existence might be,

offer a curious avenue to spend surplus cash for the mere sake of it.

NFTs are thus a new asset class, with various questionable precepts of

value and scarcity, where money can be thrown for the sheer whim of

saying that one owns a virtual claim to something that represents

something else, and can be checked via a distributed ledger.

But NFTs are not necessarily an elitist preserve of whim. As with the

Gamestop Short Squeeze, which involved small-scale investors

experimenting with counter-hegemonic finance that challenged the

behemoth of traditional finance, NFTs are a deployment of surplus

capital to experiment with what might really be valuable for people.

Gamestop itself may not have had the underlying profitability or cash

flows to justify the surge in its stock price, but to the redditor

battalion that bought into its shares and dismantled high-finance’s

short positions, a cherished videogame outlet was more “valuable” than

the asset portfolios of remote banksters. Such groups of individuals

are similarly exploring how their sensibilities of value can be made

manifest in another domain (that is equally as “virtual” as stock

equity), by creating boundaries of scarcity around virtual coding.

14 For example, 40% of all US dollars in circulation today were created after
the pandemic, through the unfettered expansion of the Fed’s balance sheet.
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There is thus an exploratory, counter-hegemonic element to virtual

participants engaging with non-fungible tokens.

But perhaps the value of ownership should be framed not through a

market or semi-market logic, but rather in terms of the “leisures of

blockchains.” NFTs offer a leisurely, creative, and interesting use of

digital distributed tokens to represent objects that people find

interesting. Their ascription of “value” and “scarcity” is but a

leisurely exploration of what is possible in terms of digital objects

that are treated as unique, non-fungible representations of things

that are simply interesting to them. Indeed, it is categories of

leisure that are most actively thriving in the NFT domain: music,

sports, and visual art. By emphasizing the ability to make a quick

buck through tokenizing objects, one detracts from the genuinely

interesting idea that a decentralized mechanism can offer a public

recognition of the specialty of an encoded object.1516

There is a risk that NFTs might fade from wider public interest in the

longer run, particularly if the contentious notions of value and

scarcity that are purported by NFT owners are challenged too

prominently; and also if a larger series of hacks and

sabotage-activities of malignant actors occurs too frequently to

preserve any confidence in NFTs as a store of value. These risks

notwithstanding, the volume of interest in NFTs is certainly high as

of this writing, and may even grow if a wider audience remains

interested in tokenization of collectible categories represented

through virtual mediums in a decentralized and distributed manner.

NFTs may, in fact, come to represent an important alternate space of

16 Etheria and Cryptopunks, the first and second NFTs respectively, can also
be seen as leisurely in nature. Etheria involves building small structures
using lego bricks on a three-dimensional map, while Cryptopunks comprise an
assortment of pixelated characters.

15 The early concept of Cryptokitties, for example, represents an exploration
of a leisurely idea - that code can represent the human love for pets, made
virtual and non-fungible for the sheer fun of having code represent cats.
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blockchain development and exchange, beyond the realm of

cryptocurrencies that have grown into significant prominence over the

past decade. If this alternate space of NFTs grows at a pace and to an

extent similar to cryptocurrencies, then it will constitute one more

significant avenue of blockchain technologies, and further affirmation

that the full extent of decentralized, distributed ledger technology

has yet to be discovered. In other words, the “value” of blockchain

has not been fully uncovered, and there is no “scarcity” of

imaginative uses of blockchain technologies in the future.
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